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Braids 

A Braid Diagram 



The Braid Group 
Let Bn be the set of all equivalence classes of n-braids. 
 



The Braid Group 
It is possible to define a product in the obvious way on this set.  



Generators and Relations for Bn 

Generators :  

Relations : 



A presentation for The Braid Group 

Examples 



A presentation for The Braid Group 

Recall the following simple algebra theorem 
 



The closure of a braid 

Theorem (Alexander) : Any  tame oriented link is isotopic to the closure of              
some braid. 



The closure of a braid 



Marcov Moves I and II 

Marcov Move I Marcov Move II 



Some Observations 



The Burau Representation  
 Let t be any non zero complex number.  Consider  the (n-1) square matrices 

 

Then it is east to see that there matrices satisfy the relations: 



So… 



Example of some representations 



Representation of the symmetric 
group Sn 



The Way no.23847294879 to Compute The 
Alexander Polynomial 



Example…The Trefoil 



Another Example 

On the other hand we see using Burau representation 



Algebra Given by Generators and 
Relations 
 

 

There may be many relations that the xi satisfy which one must know in 
order to use the generators for computation in A. 



Some Examples 



Hecke Algebra H(q,n) 



Hecke Algebra Representation  



The Key Theorem the 

The key observation here is the similarity between the 
condition 3 in the key theorem and the Markov  move II.  
Property 3 will be used to prove the that the trace is invariant 
under Markov move 2. 



Two Variable Invariant 



Example..again the Trefoil 

By the defining relations of the Hecke algebra we have 



Some Properties 
 This invariant respects connected sum. 
 It is sensitive to the orientation of the link. 
 Can distinguish between the knot and its Mirror image. 
 The Alexander polynomial is the a special case from this polynomial by 

setting   

 
 

 The Hecke algebra representation of Bn can be used to get 
representations of subgroups of the mapping class groups which can be 
extended in some cases to the whole group. 



Thanks 
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